TASTE OF RANDOLPH
“Get a taste of restaurant row without
the reservation.”— Windy City Live
JUNE 15-17, 2018
West Loop · Chicago
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One of the city’s most iconic street festivals, the Taste of Randolph, returns
for its 23rd season as it joins together the biggest and brightest names in
Chicago’s culinary world. 15+ gourmet restaurants, take guests a three-day
mouth-watering foodie adventure. The nation’s hottest up-and-coming musical
acts make the perfect side dish to the fests phenomenal food as they take the
stage for thousands of attendees.
• HISTORY: For 23 years, Taste of Randolph Street Festival has provided
some of Chicago’s best restaurants with an unparalleled opportunity to
showcase their greatest dishes for the city’s hungry masses.
• LOCATION: 900 W. Randolph Street @ Peoria, Chicago
• MUSIC: Nationally known acts showcasing on 2 different stages plus a DJ
stage. Dawes, Moon Taxi and Atlas Genius are samples of bands who have
historically rocked the TOR stages.
• AUDIENCE DESCRIPTION: As one of the trendiest areas in the city, TOR
mainly attracts young business professionals and creatives, ages 25-45.
• EVENT COMPONENTS: 2 huge main stages. DJ stage with 40+ nationally
known bands playing over the three days. Engaging buildouts and VIP
areas where attendees can relax and see their favorite bands and enjoy a
refreshing cocktail.
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Taste of Randolph benefits West Loop
Community Organization (WLCO) a recognized
501c3 and delegate agency for the City of
Chicago. WLCO is a membership organization
that represents the businesses and residents
in the West Loop. Promoting local businesses,
supporting economic development and
advocating for continued growth and safety
are ways in which WLCO works to improve the
quality of life in the West Loop.
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